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Abstract
TheUS federal courts have completed a decade-long project of networking

coast to coast. Data mining was conducted through the online public access
system to examine the validity and integrity of records and of the system as
a whole. Many records were not verified at all. Moreover, records were uni-
versally missing their authentication counterparts, required by law to render
them valid and effectual. The authentication counterparts—previously pub-
lic records—were now excluded from public access. Records, which are to-
day posted online in the public access system, included both valid and in-
valid, void records. However, the public was unable to discern the difference.
The system as a whole was deemed invalid. Case management systems of the
courts must be subjected to certified, functional logic verification. Mandated
system transparency should permit ongoing data mining, and the comput-
ing/informatics community should lead the way in monitoring the integrity
of the courts in the digital era.
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unique role of computerized case management systems in the precipitous deterioration of the
integrity of the justice system.

Paper v Digital Administration of the Courtsi

The transition of the US courts to digital administration was executed over a com-
paratively short time through a large-scale project managed by the Administrative
Office of the US Courts, an arm of the US judicial branch. Dual systems were es-
tablished: PACER—for public access to court records, andCM/ECF—for caseman-
agement/electronic court filing. The systems are effectively a series of relational
databases.ii With it—a sea change was affected in court procedures. In contrast,
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procedures for the paper administration of the English-speaking courts evolved
over centuries, and formed the foundation of due process and fair hearings rights.
Disambiguation of court procedures and court records was the cornerstone of such
rights. Therefore the current report employed data mining to examine the newly
established digital administration of the US courts for the following fundamen-
tals of due process: a) valid, published rules of court, b) public access to judicial
records—to inspect and to copy, and c) verification 1 and authentication of judi-
cial records, including notice and service of judicial papers. Finally—validity of the
systems as a whole as assessed.

Valid Published Rules of Court
Procedures of the US courts under paper administration evolved from the English
legal system, andwere established in theUSCode ofCivil/ Criminal Proceduresiii, iv
and published Local Rules of Court, which the courts were authorized to adopt,
v subject to prior publication of such rules for public comment and challenge.
The transition to digital administration of the US courts inevitably entailed a sea
change in court procedures, which had to be established by law or by the publica-
tion of new local rules of courts. The current report documents the failure of the
US courts to publish their new rules pertaining to the new digital procedures.

Public Access to Judicial Records—to Inspect and to Copy

The right to public access to judicial records—to inspect and to copy – was well
established in both US and common law.vi Judicial paper records, which were
maintained by the Clerk of the Court, included individual Court Files together
with Books of Courts, including, but not limited to the Court Dockets—logs of all
valid proceedings and all valid records pertaining to the respective court files by
the clerk. The transition to digital administration of the courts entailed substantial
changes, not by necessity, of the well-established set of judicial records. Moreover,
through differential individual authorities, it becamemuch easier to conceal digital
judicial records. The current report documents the universal denial of public ac-
cess to critical judicial records, that is the authentication counterparts of individual
court records in all courts that were examined.

Verification and Authentication of Judicial Records

Verification by a judge, and authentication by a clerk, of court orders and judg-
ments were a prerequisite for entry of court records as honest, valid, and effectual
court papers in court files and dockets. These requirements were founded in theUS
Constitution, in early Acts of US Congress, and in the US Code of Civil/ Crimi-
nal Procedures.vii, viii. Notice and service of judicial records—court minutes, orders,
and judgments were an integral part of the authentication proceduresmandated on
the clerks for all court minutes, orders, and judgments. The clerks would mail out
to all parties in a case certified, authenticated copies of all judicial records, jointly
satisfying both the authentication per se and the notice and service requirements.
In the transition to digital administration of the courts, new procedures were de-
vised for the digital verification by judges, for the purported certification of entry
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Figure 1:
Historic, paper-based Books
of Court—Criminal Dockets;
City of SantaMonica, Califor-
nia

of the records, and for the construction of dockets by the clerks. Additionally, ser-
vice and notice were made possible through electronic mail. The current report
documents deficient or invalid authentication of court records, effectively elimi-
nating any valid certification by the clerk, and universal denial of public access to
the authentication records.

Proposed Solutions

The current report documents the compromised integrity of the US courts, un-
dermined through the installation of invalid, unverified digital administration sys-
tems. Solutions are readily available tha which could make digital administration
of the courts honest and secure and far superior to paper administration of the
courts. The relational databases,ix which form the foundation of digital adminis-
tration of the US courts, must be subjected to certified, functional logic verifica-
tion. Transparency should be required, to allow ongoing data mining by the public
at large—for monitoring integrity of the courts. The computing/informatics com-
munity should assume a leading role in the safeguarding of human rights and the
democratic nature of society in the digital era.

Objective

The current report investigated through data mining the online public records
of the US courts and evaluated the safeguards for the fundamentals of due pro-
cess and fair hearings in the transition from paper to digital administration of the
courts. Moreover, the report examined the potential role of data mining of online
public records of the courts as an essential civic duty—public monitoring of the
integrity of the courts.
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Figure 2:
CM/ECF—the Case Manage-
ment/Electronic Case Filing
system of the United States
courts

The Systems
PACER,x the online system for Public Access to Court Electronic Records of the
US Courts, permits public access on payment to records of the US district courts
and some US courts of appeals, including the indices, dockets, calendars, and
records of the various cases. CM/ECFxi, the online system for Case Management/
Electronic Court Filing of the US Courts, permits the courts themselves and at-
torneys, who are authorized by a given US court in a given case, to file records.
Pro se litigants—those representing themselves in court, includingmost prisonersxii
and others, who petition the US courts for protection of Human, Constitutional,
and Civil Rights, are routinely denied access to CM/ECF, and are required to
file records on paper. They are likewise permitted access to court records through
PACER alone. CM/ECF also provides notice and service of records, only to those
authorized, via email.

NEFs (Notices of Electronic Filing)xiii—at the US district courts, and NDAs
(Notices of Docket Activity)—at the US courts of appeals, were established by the
US courts as the counterparts for the purported digital authentication of court
records.xiv Parties, who are unauthorized in CM/ECF are routinely excluded from
notice and service of the NEFs and NDAs.

Methods—DataMining and Record Examination
Datamining, which formed the basis for the current report, was conducted through
public access to PACER, as permitted by law, in over 20 US district courts, US
bankruptcy courts, and US courts of appeals.xv Some of the individual cases that
were examined as part of the study were identified through methods which were
developed for rapid screening of cases in the various courts to identify cases that
were deemed at high risk of perversion and were therefore selected for further ex-
amination. Other cases were identified through direct alerts by individuals who
were parties to the cases. Most of the cases involved litigations where individuals
who were plaintiffs filed complaints for protection of civil rights, or complaints
alleging wrongdoing by large financial institutions. Court records were examined
in the individual cases to determine whether court minutes, orders, and judgments
were verified and authenticated in a valid manner.xvi Since public access was found
to be universally denied to the authentication counterparts, in some of the cases
repeat attempts were made over months, as described below, to gain access to the
authentication records, through written requests as well as repeat personal appear-
ances at the offices of the clerks of some of the courts. In particular instances where
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credible evidence was found that records provided through PACERwere false and
misleading, lacking verification and/or authentication, but displayed as “entered”,
written requests were filed with the clerks and presiding judges of the US district
courts to investigate such records and initiate corrective actions.

Additionally, local rules of courts, general orders, and CM/ECF user’s manu-
als were downloaded through routine web browsing of the web pages of the various
courts. Court rules, general orders, and user’smanuals were examined to determine
whether the courts published clear and unambiguous rules establishing the courts’
new digital procedures. When no clear and unambiguous published rules were
found, requests were forwarded in some cases to the clerks and the chief judges to
disclose the new rules of the courts.

Results
DataMining

All data mining in the current report was manually performed. However, although
not detailed in this report, methods were devised to scan large numbers of cases in
any given US court, which could be automated. Although significant differences
were found in implementation of PACER and CM/ECF in the various courts, the
basic platforms were identical in all courts that were examined. The basic findings
were likewise similar in all courts. Specific examples are provided below.

Published rules of court

Review of the local rules of court of the various US courts and US courts of
appeals,xvii, xviii universally revealed no direct reference to PACER, CM/ECF, or
new digital procedures pertaining to verification and authentication of, notice and
service of, and public access to, court records. In some cases reference, albeit vague
and ambiguous, was found in general orders of the courts. However, in the vast
majority of the courts, which were examined, no reference was made anywhere in
local rules of court, in general orders, or even in user’s manuals, to the critical new
procedures now established by the courts for purported authentication of records
through a “Document Stamp” (an encrypted checksum string) as the equivalent
of the former signature by the clerk of the court.

For example, upon inquiry, the office of the clerk, US District Court, Central
District of California, claimed that the new rules were established inGeneralOrder
08-02.xix, xx In pertinent parts,xxi General Order 08-02 prohibited external hyper-
links in any court records, declared that acceptance of electronic filing constituted
entry of a record in the case docket, established theNEF as the certification by clerk
of court records, and the electronic “document stamp” as validating the authentic-
ity and notice of the record. The order established that pro se litigants would be
required to continue filing records on paper, and electronic filing of records, which
were filed by pro se litigants on paper, would be executed by the clerk. However,
the NEF itself was never defined in the General Order 08-02. Moreover, it should
also be noted that General Order 08-02, in contrast to other general orders of the
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US District Court, Central District of California, was published with no verifica-
tion by a judge at all, and with no name of its author either. No significant infor-
mation pertaining to electronic filing practices were found in the Local Rules of
Court or General Orders of the US Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit.xxii

Additional critical information regarding the NEF and procedures of the US
District Court, Central District of California was detailed in the Unofficial An-
dersonManual.xxiii The CM/ECFUser’s Manual of the US Court of Appeals, 9th
Circuit,xxiv likewise included detailed description of the NDAs—Notices of Docket
Activity—as the purported authentication records of the Court.

Public Access to Judicial Records—to Inspect and to Copy

Public access to the purported authentication records—NEFs and NADs—was uni-
versally denied in PACER. Additional efforts were made to access the NEFs and
NDAs in some of the courts, through repeated direct requests to the clerks of the
courts. The courts routinely denied such access, with no reason at all. Limited ac-
cess was eventually gained in two of the courts – the US District Court for the
Central District of California, and the US Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit.xxv

It should further be noted that key records were removed from public access
in the dockets of the various US district courts and US courts of appeals, with
no reason at all. For example, in the Fine v Sheriff Appeal (09-56073) at the US
Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit, records Dkt #28, 32, 36, 56, were removed from
public access. These records were mostly related to response to the appeal by the
Appellees. Such selective denial of public access to court records was of particular
concern, since the Appellant in the case objected to some of the same response
papers, claiming that they included as evidence records that were not admissible.
PACER, as a public access system, if validated, should never permit such selective
removal of records from the dockets, unless by authorized personnel, pursuant to
sealing orders, docketed in the respective cases.

It should also be noted that the dockets of the US Court of Appeals, 9th Cir-
cuit, as a rule failed to explicitly state within the public dockets the date of entry
of judgments of the US district courts from which the appeals were purported to
originate. The dates of entry of judgments are critical data regarding the validity of
the appeals as a whole, since the jurisdiction in appeals is limited by law to entered
judgments, if notice of appeal is filed within the time frames permitted by law.

Table 1: Summary of information pertaining to electronic filing for the US District Court,
Central District of California and the US Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit

Court Rules of Court General Orders User’s Manuals
Central District of
California

None General Order 08-02 Detailed description of electronic fil-
ing practices in an “unofficial” man-
ual

Court of Appeals,
9th Circuit

None None Detailed description of electronic fil-
ing practices.
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Verification, Authentication, and Notice of Judicial Records

The dockets of the US courts and courts of appeals were found to include records
that were either not verified by a judge, or not adequately authenticated by a
clerk. For example, two critical records—the Judgment and the Mandate, in the
docket of Richard Fine v Sheriff of Los Angeles County (2:09-cv-01914) at the
US District Court, Central District of California, were deficient. One was an un-
verified record, failing to include any signature by a judge, and both were unau-
thenticated records—missing the electronic “Document Stamp” in the respective
NEFs:xxvi Similarly – orders of the US District Court, Vermont, in Huminski v
Rutland Police Department (1:99-cv-160) were served with NEFs bearing no “Doc-
ument Stamp” at all.xxvii Therefore such records could not possibly be deemed by
the courts themselves as honest, valid, and effectual judicial records.xxviii Regard-
less, these records were listed in the dockets of the respective US district courts
as “entered”. However, pro se litigants and the public at large, who must rely on
PACER access alone, would not be able to discern the difference between records
where valid NEFs were issued, and ones where invalid NEFs were issued by the
courts.xxix

Moreover, nowhere in court dockets of any of the courts was there any state-
ment of certification invoking the authority of the clerk of the court, and in various
cases it was found that unauthorized personnel executed transactions in the dock-
ets. For example—some 15 key recordsxxx in the docket of Richard Fine v Sheriff of
Los Angeles County (2:09-cv-01914) were found to have been ‘entered’ by a court
employee who was not authorized as a Deputy Clerk. Moreover, the Clerk of the
latter court refused to certify the docket of the latter case, or to state that the dock-
ets in the latter case and other similar cases were dockets constructed pursuant to
authority of the clerk in compliance with US law.xxxi Similar requests, which were
forwarded to the Chief Judge of the respective court—to investigate the matter and
initiate corrective actions, were never answered at all. The PACER dockets of the
US courts of appeals, likewise, never named the individuals who constructed the
dockets and their respective authority. Moreover, no records were stated as ‘en-
tered’ in the dockets of the US Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit.

Numerous Orders of the US courts of appeals in various cases were served
and posted in the dockets with no verification by any judge at all. Moreover, such
orders of theUS courts of appeals were served with noNDAs at all.xxxii, xxxiii There-
fore, the dockets, orders, and judgments of the US courts of appeals were deemed
inherently ambiguousxxxiv, xxxv.

Discussion

The findings described in this study must raise serious concerns regarding sub-
stantial ambiguity introduced into the conduct of the US courts and US courts
of appeals through the transition to digital administration of the courts. Such am-
biguity, in and of itself, should be deemed as antithetical to due process and fair
hearings, and undermining the integrity of the courts. The effects of the changes in
the administration of the US courts documented in the current report on the pro-
tection of human rights and enforcement of the law cannot be overstated. Gains in
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integrity of the justice system, which were achieved through generations of strug-
gle, have been lost over the past decade through the introduction of PACER and
CM/ECF.

Published Local Rules of Court

The results showed that neither the US district courts, nor the US courts of ap-
peals, published local rules of court to spell out their new procedures, which were
adopted by these courts as part of implementation of PACER and CM/ECF. For
example the Clerk of the Court, US District Court, Central District of Califor-
nia, claimed that the new procedures were established in General Order 08-02.
However, general orders are not the legitimate vehicle for establishing new rules of
court. Moreover, General Order 08-02, upon review by a reasonable person would
be found vague and ambiguous in defining the new practices of digital administra-
tion of the courts. Furthermore – General Order 08-02 was published by the Court
as an unsigned order with no name of its author and his/her authority. The Un-
official Anderson Manual of the same court provides additional details regarding
the new procedures of the Court. However a third party “unofficial” publication
could never be deemed a legitimate vehicle for Local Rules of Court in compliance
with the law.

The US Rulemaking Enabling Act was signed into law in 1934, authorizing
the US Supreme Court and to lesser degree other US courts to promulgate the
Federal Rules of Civil/Criminal Procedure. The Rulemaking Enabling Act never
mandated the courts to publish new rules. However, failure to publish rules per-
taining to fundamental court procedures must be seen as contradictory to due pro-
cess and fair hearings. Rulemaking by the US courts has a long history as a bone
of contention. The Federal Rules of Evidence promulgated by the US Supreme
Court in 1972 raised substantial objections, which eventually led the US Congress
to enact substantial modifications of the rules. Therefore, it appears that when it
came to establishment of PACER and CM/ECF where major changes were intro-
duced in court procedures, the courts took the approach of never publishing any
rules at all.

Any computer program by definition is an assembly of assertions, or rules.
Therefore, the case management systems of the courts inherently embedded in
them numerous rules. Regardless of the fact that such rules were written in com-
puter language of some kind, the courts were required to publish them as rules
of court in natural language as well. The US courts deliberately kept such rules
hidden from the public and from attorneys appearing before the courts.

Public Access to Judicial Records

Effectively, the setup created by the US courts through PACER and CM/ECF
segregated litigants into two separate and unequal groups.xxxvi Those assigned to
PACER access alone were denied access to critical judicial records—the NEFs and
NDAs. Therefore, such litigants and the public at large were unable under cur-
rent conditions to distinguish between authenticated and unauthenticated judicial
records—those which were deemed by the courts themselves as valid and effectual,
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versus those which were deemed by the courts themselves as void, not voidable.
Needless to say, such a setup at a minimum limited PACER users to a vague and
ambiguous perspective on judicial records. The evidence (an example is provided
from the Middle District of Florida) showed that even competent experienced at-
torneys failed to understand the new unpublished rules, and showed the inherent
inability of such attorneys to distinguish the validity, or lack thereof in particular
court records.xxxvii

The failure to define the NEFs in Local Rules of Court in the California
Central District and other US courts, combined with their vague and ambiguous
description in General Order 08-02, their universal exclusion of the NEF from
PACER, and the routine denial of access to NEFs by clerks, were unlikely to be
viewed by a reasonable person as merely coincidental. In parallel, the US courts
and courts of appeals were shown in the current report to routinely engage in post-
ing in PACER dockets, and in the case of the US district courts, also listing as
“entered”, papers which were either unverified or never authenticated and there-
fore could never be deemed by the courts themselves as valid and effectual judicial
records. Through such concerted actions, each and all of them in contravention
of the law, the public at large, and pro se litigants in particular, were misled into
assuming that various records which were deemed void by the courts, were in fact
the law of the land.

Judicial Records—Verification and Authentication

The current report documents vague and ambiguous conditions regarding the na-
ture of valid and effectual verification by judges and authentication by clerks of
judicial records. Regardless, the finding clearly documents the issuance of records
that were never verified and/or authenticated, but were presented as such in the
PACER records.

The refusal of the Clerk and Chief Judge of the US District Court, Central
District of California, to investigate allegations of misconduct at the Court rela-
tive to the issuance of invalid, void, unauthenticated judicial records, and their
posting in PACER dockets as “entered”, or to initiate corrective actions, provided
further evidence that the conduct of the courts in this regard did not result from
inadvertent errors.

A further review of the NEF and NDAxxxviii forms raised grave concerns. In
particular courts, e.g. US District Court, South Carolina, a feature was imple-
mented which made the link between the NEF and the respective record expire
after 15 days. There could not possibly be an explanation for such a feature that
would be consistent with valid authentication practices of court records.xxxix

Comparison of standard authentication counterparts, e.g.—Certification of
Acknowledgement by notary public,xl and an older, paper-based Certificate of
Mailing and Notice of Entry by Clerk,xli to the NEF and NDA, revealed addi-
tional inherent defects with respect to four basic features: a) title, b) certification
statement, c) relationship to the certified record, and d) signature/authority.

The two former forms included in their titles the word “Certificate” or “Cer-
tification”, while the NEF and NDA failed to include such words in their titles.
The former forms included the key statement “I certify…” while the NEF and
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NDA included no such statement. The former forms, upon execution were di-
rectly, physically, attached to the record being authenticated (in some jurisdictions
to this date—through ribbons and sealed wax or embossed foil), but the NEF and
NDA were entirely detached from the authenticated records, and were instead hy-
perlinked—a practice which was explicitly prohibited by the US District Court,
Central District of California, General Order 08-02. In at least in one case, Shel-
ley v Quality Loan Services (09-56133) at the US Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit, a
false hyperlink was allegedly employed to generate an invalid, void NDA.xlii The
Court refused to correct the defect even upon request by the Appellant. The former
forms, when executed, included “wet” graphical signatures in traditional signature
boxes, where the name of the individual executing the authentication was typed
below the signature line, and his/her authority to certify the authentication record
was spelled out. In addition—a stamp or an imprint of a personal seal or a court
stamp were affixed. The NEF and NDA fail to name the individual who purport-
edly executed any authentication, the authority of the clerk of the court is never
invoked, and no stamp or seal or any personal signature of any kind appear in the
NEF and NDA that could possibly be deemed as indicating an intention to take
responsibility. A checksum string, in and of itself, carries no such significance at
all. In short—the NEF and NDA, as implemented in CM/ECF, failed to make any
claim of certification of authentication of a specific court record, and failed to con-
vey any intention to take responsibility by an individual invoking the authority of
the Clerk of the Court.

The Validity, or Lack Thereof, of PACER and CM/ECF as aWhole

Based on the deficiencies described above, a reasonable person is likely to con-
clude that the NEFs and NADs are inherently vague and ambiguous, if not void,
and thus undermine the validity of the CM/ECF court records as a whole. Further-
more, a valid case management system should never have permitted the issuance of
court records and inclusion of such records in court dockets while no valid NEFs
or NDAs bearing an electronic “Document Stamp” were issued—if the courts con-
sidered such a checksum string as being of any significance. Likewise, a valid and
secure case management system should never have permitted persons who were
not authorized as deputy clerks to access court dockets and execute transactions
that should have been permitted only to authorized persons. Combined with other
deficiencies it is practically certain that PACER and CM/ECF as a whole would
never have been deemed valid case management systems had the systems been
subjected to publicly and legally accountable validation—certified, functional logic
verification.

The lawxliii requires US judges to “initiate appropriate action when the judge
becomes aware of reliable evidence indicating the likelihood of unprofessional con-
duct by a judge or lawyer.” However, the evidence in the current report documents
the refusal of judges to correct false and misleading court records. Moreover, it is
unreasonable to assume that none of the judges in the US, who are trained in the
law and immersed in administration of the courts, noticed the glaring defects in
PACER and CM/NEF.xliv, xlv Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that the com-
promised integrity documented in the current report was intentional. An abun-
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dance of cases involving financial institutions among the cases that were compro-
mised would likewise give conditions at the US courts as one of the fundamen-
tal causes of the current financial crisis and dysfunctional state of US banking
regulation.xlvi

With it, the systems as they are present unique possibilities.Had theUS courts
permitted public access to the NEFs and NDAs, as required by law, it would be
possible to construct a machine generated “Index of Judicial Corruption”—for any
US judge who sat on the bench in the past decade, based on the issuance of invalid
authentication records, with no understanding at all of the legal matters involved.

Certified Logic Verification and DataMining are Keys to the Solution

The compromised integrity of the US courts is linked in the current study to the
transition of the courts to digital administration. However, such an outcome was
not inherent in the transition. On the contrary, digital technologies could provide
case management systems that would enhance the integrity and transparency of
the courts.

The following are proposed as guidelines for corrective measures:

a) Online public access and case management systems of the courts, which are
critical for the safeguarding of human rights and the democratic nature of so-
ciety, must be subjected to publicly and legally accountable validation (cer-
tified, functional logic verification)xlvii in all stages of implementation and
maintenance. Verification in general, and in relational database management
systems in particular,xlviii is in principle an NP-complete problem. However,
the systems in question are not of such a complexity level as would prohibit
functional verification. Moreover, functional logic verification of such sys-
tems must be of the highest priority. Therefore any unnecessary complexity
must be avoided. User defined integrity constraints must be precisely spec-
ified and implemented, and all stages of software implementation must be
subjected to structured programming approaches,xlix to make them readily
amenable to verification.

• Professionals who are versed in computer science and also in the basics of
the law—in particular—the law as it pertains to court administration – must
undertake verification of such systems. Legally and publicly accountable cer-
tification of logic verification implies a process, similar to that which is prac-
ticed today relative to building plans, which are subject to public scrutiny
in various public planning and zoning boards, and later—through scrutiny
of the completed civil engineering projects by authorized inspectors. Within
the context of such public process, it is assumed that new principles of public
logic documentation and representationwould evolve over time as ‘standards
of care’.

b) Online public access and case management systems of the courts must be re-
quired to allow a high level of transparency of judicial records and the systems
as a whole. Transparency of the systems at present is limited, and varies con-
siderably among the various courts, with no foundation in the law. Inherent
in transparency is also the requirement that all Local Rules of Court, which
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are implemented in such systems, be explicitly published in natural language,
and posted for public comment and challenge, as required by the US Rule-
making Enabling Act. The only examples presented in the current report
involved the failure to publish rules, which were embedded in PACER and
CM/ECF, and pertained to verification and authentication of records. How-
ever, numerous other rules were found embedded in the systems, which were
never published. Further transparency should be required, to allow zero-
knowledge monitoring of integrity of the systems through data mining by
computing/informatics professionals and the public at large.

c) The public at large must be educated that engagement in data mining of sys-
tems that are critical for the safeguarding of human rights and the democratic
nature of society is a fundamental civic duty. Case management systems of
the courts should be required to permit a high level of transparency, both
of the public records inherent in them, and also transparency to allow zero-
knowledge monitoring through data mining.l

Conclusions
The transition to digital administration entailed a sea change in procedures of the
US courts. The transition took place over a relatively short time, and was indepen-
dently executed by the US judiciary, with insufficient public and legal account-
ability. The transition resulted in a precipitous deterioration in the integrity of the
courts, which undermined the safeguarding of human rights and enforcement by
regulatory agencies in the United States. The conditions that were generated as a
result are unprecedented in democratic societies in the modern era. They are em-
ployed for deprivation of the rights of the people, and to benefit those in govern-
ment and large corporations. The proposed solution should involve publicly ac-
countable validation (certified, functional logic verification) of case management
systems of the courts, system transparency, and ongoing data mining—a civic duty
and a prerequisite for the integrity of the courts in the digital era. Although the cur-
rent report documents conditions at the US courts, similar risks are faced by other
nations as well. The international computing/informatics community should as-
sume a leading role in the protection of rights and the democratic nature of society
in the digital era.
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